CLAYMATE WI-CARD CLAY COUNTING SYSTEM
INCREASE YOUR INCOME BY 40%
At a time when Range Owners are facing tough financial challenges and are
concentrating on maximizing their income, Promatic Claymate has released
the Wi-Card Clay Counting system.
Wi-Card ensures you get paid for every clay thrown on your ground and
offers great features for you and your customers.
Claymate users report sales increasing by 30% to 40% and clay usage falling
by 30%. For many clubs it has meant the difference between a successful
business or having to close!
The cards are low cost but high tech. Our
built-in security encryption means cards are
unique to your ground. They can be locally
printed and even used as your club membership card. The master card can be used to automatically
close down each station and ensure no unauthorized use of your grounds after hours. Although no
computer is required to operate the system, Clubhouse database software is available for clubs who
wish to manage the system with a computer.
The system is easy to use and understand. During initial set up you can choose to count targets
only or have total flexibility in charge rates. You can charge different rates for sporting or skeet (up
to 8 disciplines), members or guests, or even charge different rates per station for things like expensive battue targets. You choose how each customer will pay by setting their card as pre-pay (count
down) or pay when finished (count up). Our stand alone programmer makes the cashier job a snap.
To display stored information simply lay the card on the programmer.

COUNT UP TARGETS USED AND
CHARGE AT THE END OF THE DAY

IF A SHOOTER TRIES TO USE A CARD
FROM ANOTHER GROUND

Shooters will love the cards. The cards are the same size and thickness as a credit card and have no
batteries or connections. Embedded in the card are clever electronics which, when held close to the
control unit, use secure wireless communication to count the number of clays a shooter throws. When
the card is placed close to the control pad, the ultra large LCD display shows what is happening at all
times. The display shows the target count while the built-in speaker provides audio confirmation such
as the Solo Shooter audible countdown.
The system performs flawlessly in all weather conditions. Because there are no contacts on the
cards or the control units, the system can handle everything mother nature can throw at it – rain, sleet,
snow, dew, mud or dust.
 Systems for Sporting 2,3 & 4 Trap, 5-Stand, Skeet,
Trap and Olympic Trap
 100% reliable in all Weathers
 Pre-wired for all Promatic Traps
 Cards can be set to count up or down
 Cards can be either Target based (system adds or
subtracts each target) or …
 Cards can be cost based (system adds or subtracts the COST of a target from a cash ‘pot’)
 Cards can be set to start or stop from any target
value from 1 to 9,999 targets
 Multiple Charging: Members or Guests rates,
Sporting or Skeet, Standard or Rabbits – You decide what to charge
 Single or Double Arm Counting
 Solo Shooter Delay
 End of day Shut Down, and Morning Wake up routines so you control your opening times
 Single Targets, Following Pairs or True Pairs

 Clubhouse Database Software
 Controllers all feature a large 2 line 16 character display to show target selections, targets
thrown and other system information.
 Ground Code and Identification Number
match card & ground for total security
 Controllers can be securely set to 'Free-Play'
for competition days when target counting is
required as well as clay launcher control but
without needing a card to operate
 Stuck button detection
 Full Audit functions
 Easy to use menu system and shooter instructions on each unit
 Audio feedback to shooters
 Cards can be printed as membership cards
 Compatible with Super Sporting, Skeet/Trap
Claymate and Multi-trap controllers including
Evolution

PRE-PAY TARGETS IN ADVANCE AND
THEN COUNT DOWN

ONCE YOU CLOSE A STAND IT IS
LOCKED FROM USE

INTRODUCE A NON PROMATIC CARD
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